Clinical application of pulse transit time and correlation with intrapartum fetal heart rate monitoring: a preliminary study of 18 full-term infants.
The authors show that pulse transit time and blood pressure are reciprocal in fetal goat models. They applied this technique in clinical settings to correlate changes in pulse transit time with fetal heart rate monitoring patterns and acid-base status. In 18 uncomplicated pregnancies, pulse transit time was obtained from electrocardiograms to pulse oximeter waveform and averaged during each baseline period, defined by the interpretation of fetal heart rate monitoring. According to a > 10% change from the control value, chronological changes were categorized into shortened, unchanged, and prolonged. Pulse transit time was available in 82% +/- 11% of the recordings. In 15 fetuses, 2 (13%) showed prolonged, 7 (47%) showed shortened, and 6 (40%) showed unchanged conditions. Comparisons of the shortened and unchanged categories revealed that severe variable deceleration was significantly increased, and half or more fetuses showed hypoxemia in the shortened category. Shortening of pulse transit time, theoretically indicating a hypertensive condition, was more frequently associated with severe variable decelerations, suggesting that the pulse transit time may supplement the interpretation of fetal heart rate monitoring.